
Genuine Gilbarco®

Replacement Parts 
Rebuilt Parts 
Retrofit Kits

Fuel Dispensing anD Control  •  site anD retail ManageMent  •  support serviCes



  Replace ALL wearing components including vanes, shaft  
seals and bearings.

  All other components are carefully inspected and replaced  
with new components.

  ATEX certified and rebuilt to the original  
manufacturing standards.

  Rebuilders do not replace all of the wearing parts. This causes 
premature failures and increased service costs.

  Rebuilders use non-spec replacement parts.

  Rebuilders cannot provide ATEX certification without original 
drawings and test information.

vapour pumps

Gilbarco Other

  Same design and quality built into new Gilbarco pumps  
and dispensers.

  Built with new components, thoroughly leak tested and 
calibrated for the highest performance standards right out  
of the box.

  Rebuilders use non-spec parts to rebuild meters, which will 
lead to calibration errors, lost revenue due to meter drift, and 
early failure.

  Rebuilders may overlook worn components and return meters 
without stringent leak testing and calibration.

Meters

Gilbarco Other

  Replaces ALL wearing components such as bearings, shaft seals 
and blades.

 All components inspected and replaced with new components.

  Gilbarco includes any mandatory engineering changes to 
ensure performance and reliability.

  Rebuilders do not replace all of the wearing components 
leading to premature failure.

  Rebuilders may use non standard replacement parts  
which appear to fit.

  Rebuilders do not upgrade to Gilbarco’s latest  
engineering changes.

pumping units

Gilbarco Other

  Genuine Gilbarco Quality means the most thorough  
rebuild process.

  Rebuilt and tested to the original ATEX standards using 
approved components.

  Uses specialised test equipment based on original  
board design.

  Most rebuilders repaired boards do not pass Gilbarco’s  
strict quality standards and are destroyed if they are  
returned for repair.

  Rebuilders do not have access to Gilbarco’s drawings and test 
specifications therefore do not meet the legal standards.

  Rebuilders use improvised test equipment that does not test  
all components and functionality. Often they fix only the most 
obvious failed component without checking the complete 
board. This results in lower reliability.

electronic Circuit Boards

Gilbarco Other

no one beats genuine gilbarco Quality! Better parts, better quality, better service.
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Others

  Gilbarco uses filters which are manufactured for each  
specific application and fuel to its own specifications  
which are not published.

  Drive belts are selected to minimise wear and tear, noise and 
ensure electrical conductivity to ATEX standards.

  Using out of spec filters or even worse no filters invalidates  
the warranty and significantly increases wear on  
hydraulic components.

  Nonconductive and unsuitable drive belts significantly increase 
the risk of wear of the pumping unit leading to leaks and fire.

Filters and Belts

Gilbarco Other



  Parts availability for a wide range of Gilbarco and Tankalagen Salzkotten  
pumps and dispensers.

 500 key parts in stock for next day delivery ex-works in reasonable business quantities.

 Electronic and hydraulic parts shipped within 5 working days.

  Panels, housing and cladding shipped within 10 working days.

 Local distributor stocking key parts means less site down time.

 Certification on all ATEX rebuilt parts.

  Multilingual Service Centre team makes its easy to order.

  Details of retrofit kits for vapour recovery, monitoring, and product upgrades such as 
E85 and Automatic Temperature Compensation available on request.

supported product groups

MPD Ranges Single/Dual Ranges Retrofit Kits

Aral Series

Dimension Plus

Encore 510

Enterprise

EU2000

EU-MPD-SK

G-MPD

L-MPD

MPD-A

MPD-Autotank

MPD-CNG

Satellit

SK700

SK700-II

SK98

S-MPD

109 Series

112 Series

114 Series

397/6 Series

Airfield Fuel Pumps

Panel Rebranding 

Vapour Recovery Monitoring Kits

Vapour Recovery Retrofit Kits

genuine gilBarCo replaCeMent anD reBuilt parts

Wide availability, fast delivery, eMea wide  
distributor and maintenance support together  
with the gilbarco new and exchange parts warranty.

www.gilbarco.com 

www.veeder.com 

www.gasboy.com
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